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This note provides an elementary
proof of uniqueness of macroeconomic
rationing for economics with two traded commodities
and fixed prices.

equilibria

with

1. Introduction

In two independent contributions by Muellbauer and Portes (1978)
and in the habilitation monograph by the author submitted in 1977 and
published in 1980, a macroeconomic model with quantity rationing was
described which allows producers to hold inventories as well as money
balances. In both papers the discussion of comparative statics properties
depends crucially on an asserted uniqueness result which is not proved in
either publication. This note gives an elementary uniqueness proof. The
general case with an arbitrary number of commodities is treated in Kosch
(1981).

2. The model
Given the data of the economy, the consumption sector including
government purchases can be described by the effective commodity
demand function

x= C,(L)
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and by the effective labor supply function

L=A,(X)
satisfying for some L* > 0 and X* > 0
(i)

X* = C,(L)

VL2

(ii)

L* =A,(X)

VX>X*.

L*,

(X*, L*) is the pair of unconstrained decisions (i.e., the notional demand
and supply) of the consumption sector. Similarly, the production sector is
given by a pair of effective demand and supply functions, relating sales Y
to labor demand 2,

Y= G,(Z),

Z=H,(Y)

satisfying for some Z* > 0 and Y* > 0
(iii)

Y* = G,(Z)

VZ>Z*,

(iv)

Z* =H,(Y)

WY2 Y*.

(Y*, Z*) is the pair of notional supply and demand of the production
sector. All variables and functions are assumed to be non-negative.
Let
c=

{(x,L)IC,(L)~X,A,(X)>L},

P=

{(r,z)(H,(Y)~Z,

G=(Z)>

and

y}.

Then, the set of feasible states is C n P.
A feasible state (X, L) of the exonomy of aggregate employDefinition.
ment L and aggregate sales X is a Keynesian unemployment situation if
it is a solution for

C,(L) =x,
f$(X)=L
Definition.

xc

y*,

L<L*.

A feasible state (X, L) is a repressed inflation

(K)

situation if
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Fig. I.

(X, L) is a solution for

A,(X) = L,

L<z*,

G,(L)

xcx*.

=X,

Definition.

(1)

A feasible state (X, L) is a classical unemployment situation

denoted C if
x=

L=z*,
C,(L)

>X,

y*,
A,(X)>L.

((3

Definition.

A feasible state (X, L) is a situation of underconsumption

L=

x=x*,

L*,

G,(L)>X,

H,(X)>L.

if

(U)

A geometrical presentation of a typical disequilibrium situation is given
in fig. 1, which
depicts a situation where a repressed inflation state is
_obtained. (L, X) are the associated employment and sales levels. From
the behavioral assumptions underlying the aggregate functions it follows
that all acceptable states of a sector lie ‘inside’ the set formed by the
wedge of the two functions. The acceptable sets are bounded and they
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are closed if the
state lies in the
since the origin
least one of the

functions are continuous.
Therefore, any disequilibrium
intersection
of the two sets which is always non-empty
belongs to both sets. Moreover, it is easy to see that at
disequilibrium
states will occur.

Theorem.

Assume

(C.1)

C,(O)’ 0,

(C.2)

CL ==o,

(P.1)

H,(O) ‘0,

(P.2)

H;>O,

(A)

C;H;c

that the following

A,(O)’ 0,
A;>O,

C;A;<

1,

G,(O) ’ 0,
G;>O,

1,

conditions hold:

H;G;<

1,

A;G; -=I1.

Then, there exists at most one disequilibrium
employment and positive sales.

situation

which has positive

Assumptions
(C.l), (C.2), (P.l) and (P.2) are natural in the aggregate
context here and they prevent boundary
solutions. Assumption
(A) was
used in Biihm (1980) and Muellbauer
and Portes (1978). It guarantees
normal supply and demand multipliers.
(A) can be weakened to piecewise differentiable
functions which would be the more natural framework, since the aggregate effective supply and demand functions
will
typically be non-differentiable
at a point where an individual
agent
changes from a situation of rationing to non-rationing.
Proof.
Define _X= min{Y*,X*}
and 6 = min{Z*, L*}. (X,
Walrasian
state if and only if _X= Y* = X* and L = Z* = L*.
feasible states are such that (X, L) G (_X, L).
Let A; ’ denote the inverse of A, and HJ ’ the inverse of
being defined on their appropriate domaines. Consider the four
U(L)=C,(L)-A,‘(L)

definedon

[A,(O),&],

C(L)=G,(L)-H;‘(L)

definedon

[H~(o),L],

K(L)=C,(L)-H;‘(L)

definedon[~,(O),&],

I(L)=G,(L)-AA,‘(L)

defined

It is easy to see from the assumptions

L) is a
All other
H,, both
functions

on [A,(O), 61.
of the theorem,

that each of these
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functions is strictly decreasing and positive at the left end of its domain.
Moreover, a feasible state of underconsumption,
of classical unemployment, of Keynesian
unemployment
or of repressed inflation
defines a
zero of U, C, K or Z respectively. It remains to be shown that, except for
boundary cases, no two functions have a zero simultaneously
for feasible
pairs(X,L)EcnP.
Suppose there exists a Keynesian
state (X,, Lk).Then L, -cL such
that K( Lk)= C,,(L,)-Hy'(L,)=O, U(L,)>O and C( L,)> O.-Moreover

Z(k) = G,(L) -A,‘(L,)
=

G,(L) --A,‘(L,) + Cu(L,)-H;‘(k)

=u(L,)+c(L,)>o.
Since Z(L) is strictly decreasing, Z(L) > 0 for all L < L,. L > L, represent infeasible states. Therefore, if a Keynesian
solution exists, all the
other three are excluded.
Suppose there exists an inflationary
state (X,, L,).Then L,< L such
thatZ(L,)=G,(L,)-AA,‘(L,)=O.
Since U(L,)>O and C(L,)>%, one
obtains

6%) = Cub%)-H,-‘(h)
=

Cu(L,)- H,-‘(L,) + Gz(L,)-A,‘tL,)

=U(L,)-tC(L,)>O.
Monotonicity
implies again that there is no other solution for L < L,.
Suppose (T, L*) is an underconsumption
state, i.e., X* = C,( L*),
U(L*)= 0 and L* <Z*. Since (X*, L*) E P, one must have

C,(L*)<G,(L*) and

C,(L*)rH;'(L*).

Therefore

Z(L*)=G,(L*)-AA,'(L*)>C,(L*)-AA,'(L*)=O,
K(L*)= C,(L*)-H;'(L*)>O.

and
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Hence, monotonicity
of Z and K imply that there exists no other feasible
solution. In a similar fashion one shows that, if (Y*, Z*) is a classical
state, there exists no other feasible solution.
Q.E.D.
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